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Abstract 
 

 In this paper, we study the automatic continuity in associative and nonassociative 
context of closable partially defined derivations on some Banach algebras whose 
domain not closed subalgebra. Precisely, we prove that if d is a derivation on a 
nonassociative Banach algebra A with zero annihilator such that every partially 
defined derivation on BL(A) is closable, then d is continuous. Also, we  improve a 
result due to Villena asserted that every closable derivation defined on any 
nonzero ideal of ultraprime Banach algebra is continuous. 
 
Keywords: Automatic continuity, Normed nonassociative algebras, Closable 
derivations, Ultraprime algebras. 
 
Introduction 
 
        Villena in [5] obtained the automatic continuity of closable derivation 
defined on any nonzero ideal of ultraprime complex Banach algebra. This kind of 
derivation is called partially defined derivation. It is known that partially defined 
derivations, even on C*-algebra, may be not closable. The closability condition of 
partially defined derivation on Banach algebra whose domain is not necessarily 
closed subalgebra play an important rule to obtain their automatic continuity in 
nonassiciative and in associative context as we will see in Sections 1 and 2  
respectively. 
    
1. Closable derivations in nonassociative setting 
            
         An algebra A is said to be with zero annihilator if { }0)( =AAnn , 
where { }AaaxxaAxAAnn ∈∀==∈= 0:)( . Every where defined  derivation D  
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on A is a linear mapping from A into A satisfying )()()( yxDyxDxyD +=  for all 

Ayx ∈, . For a not necessarily associative Banach algebra A with zero annihilator 
and for a normed subalgebra B of A, a partially defined derivation d on A is a 
linear mapping from B into A satisfying )()()( yxdyxdxyd +=  for all Byx ∈, , 
where B is not assumed to be closed nor to be dense.  The closability of  d is 
measured by considered the closed subspace )(dS  of A defined by 

{ }{ }axdandxwithBxAadS nnn ==⊆∃∈= )(lim0lim:)( . It is well-known 
that d is closable if, and only if, { }0)( =dS . Throughout this paper, BL(A) denotes 
a complex Banach algebra of all bounded linear mapping on A. For an element a 
in  A we denote by aL  (respectively aR ) the operator of left (respectively right) 
multiplication by  a in  A. The unital multiplication algebra of A is defined as the 
subalgebra of BL(A) generated by U}:{ AaLa ∈ U }{}:{ Aa IdAaR ∈ and is 
denoted by M(A). 
    Now, we can prove our first fundamental result: 
 
Theorem 1: Let d be a derivation on a nonassociative Banach algebra A with 
zero annihilator and assume that every partially  defined derivation on BL(A) is 
closable. Then d is continuous. 
Proof: It is well-known that if AAd →:  is a derivation, then 

)()(: ABLAMD →  defined by [ ] FddFFdFD −== ,)(  for all ∈F M(A) is a 
partially defined derivation on BL(A). For )d(Sx∈ , we have { } Aan ⊆  such that 

0lim =na  and xad n =)(lim . Since the maps aLa a  and aRa a  from A into 

M(A) are continuous, it follows that  0lim =
naL   and xad LL

n
=)(lim . Similarly  

0lim =
naR   and xad RR

n
=)(lim . Note that )()(

nn ada LLD =  and )()(
nn ada RRD = . 

Therefore, )(, DSRL xx ∈ . By assumption we have that { }0)( =DS . This implies 
that 0== xx RL , so { }0)( =∈ AAnnx . Thus, { }0)( =dS  and by closed-graph 
theorem d is continuous.       ▄ 
 
Corollary 2: If d is a derivation on a nonassociative Banach algebra A with zero 
annihilator such that any derivation on M(A) is closable. Then d is continuous. 
Proof: Considering )()(: AMAMD →   defined by [ ]FdFD ,)( =  as a derivation 
on M(A), so by theorem1 d is continuous.       ▄ 
            
          Recall from [1] that for a complex normed algebra A we define the 
spectrum of x, denoted by )(xspA , as the set of λ in the complex field C such 
that x−1λ  is not invertible in A. Also, we defined the spectral radius by               
                                        { })(:sup)( xspxr A∈= λλ .  
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Further, if A  Banach, then nnxxr
1

lim)( = . Finally, recall that A is said to be 
topologically simple if A has nonzero product and has no closed proper ideals. 
 
Corollary 3: If d is a derivation on nonassociative Banach algebra A  with zero 
annihilator and if M(A) satisfying: 
(i) M(A) is topologically simple. 
(ii) ),()())(( AMFFFrFDr ∈∀≤≤  where D is a derivation on M(A). 
Then d is continuous. 
Proof: It is well-known that )(DS is a closed ideal of )(AM . Since )(AM  is 
topologically simple, it follows that { }0)( =DS  or )()( AMDS = . If { }0)( =DS , 
by theorem1, d is continuous. Now, if )()( AMDS = then )(DSId A ∈ . So, 
{ } )(AMFn ⊆∃  such that 0lim =nF  and An IdFD =)(lim . Therefore, 

))()(()(1 nnAA FDFDIdrIdr +−==  
                   ))(())(( nnA FDrFDIdr +−≤  

                    
0

)(
→

+−≤ nnA FFDId   

which is a contradiction. Thus, )(DS must be equal to zero. Again, by theorem 1,  
d is continuous.        ▄ 
 
2. Closable derivations in associative setting. 
 
           An algebra A is prime if for every two ideals I,J of A such that I.J=0, then 
either I=0 or J=0. It is well-known that the primeness property of an algebra A is 
characterized by two-sided multiplication operator ),(:, AbaAAM ba ∈→  
defined by AxaxbxM ba ∈∀=)(,  as follows: A is prime if 0, =baM  implies that 
either a=0 or b=0. Mathieu in [3] used this characterization in terms of M-
operator to present the ultraprime algebras as these normed associative algebras in 
which there is a positive constant k such that AbaMbak ba ∈∀≤ ,, . One 
of most interesting results of this class of normed algebra is that all prime C*-
algebras are ultraprime with constant k=1, for more details see [4]. It is clear that 
every ultraprime algebra is prime, but the converse is not true. Indeed, the algebra 
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators over an infinite dimensional Hilbert space is prime 
but not ultraprime, see[2]. 
          Now, we can prove the following result: 
 
Proposition 4: If  d is a derivation defined on a nonzero ideal I  of  prime 
associative algebra A such that { }0],[)( == bb RdRD  for Iinb , then { }0=d .  
Proof: { }0)( =bRD  implies that dRdR bb =  and since for all Iba ∈,  we have 

)()()( badbadabd += , that is )())(())(( badadRadR bb += . So,  0)( =bad . Fix  
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Ib∈  and moving Iina  we have 0)( =bId . Since )()( bIdbIAd ⊆  it follows 
that 0=)b(IAd . Thus, 0)( =AbIAd . So, 0)( >=< bdI  (where <d(b)> denotes 
the ideal of  A generated by the element Abd ∈)( ). But 0≠I  and A is prime we 
get 0)( >=< bd . This implies that Ibbd ∈∀= 0)( . Therefore, { }0=d .        ▄ 
 
Theorem 5: Let d be a closable derivation defined on a nonzero ideal I of prime 
Banach algebra A. Then, we have 
(i) bdR  is continuous for any b in I. 
(ii) If ,IbdRdR bb ∈∀=  then { }0=d . 
(iii) If further A is ultraprime, then d is continuous. 
Proof: (i) Let AAdRb →:  defined by AxxbdxdRb ∈∀= )()( . For  ),( bdRSa∈  
then there exists { } Aan ⊆  such that 0lim =na  and aadR nb =)(lim . This implies 
that 0balim n =  and a)ba(dlim n = . Thus { }0)( =∈ dSa . Therefore, 

{ }0)( =bdRS  and by closed-graph theorem bdR  is continuous. 
(ii) follows from proposition 4. 
(iii) follows from [5, theorem 6]. This complete the proof.   ▄ 
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